Computer models of the effects of nuclear attack on Britain: The Home Office and its critics
London After the Bomb: What a Nuclear Attack Really Means (Oxford Paperbacks). Owen Greene. 4.1 out of 5 stars. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required. Apple. Android. Very interesting Book, it gives all the details of the effects of a Nuclear Attack on Britain, it even list the Targets, example Military Sites, Airfields, Airports, Docks and Cities, including the yield and number of bombs/missiles which would be used, even the Ground and Air Bursts, then covers the Details of Area's effected by Firestorms and the Fallout this book is. Chilling and well informative, from Government exercises, of what could have happened in a Nuclear War, from the most limited to a full scale attack. Read more.

Nuclear strategy: Nuclear strategy, the formation of tenets and strategies for producing and using nuclear weapons. Nuclear strategy is no different from any other form of military strategy in that it involves relating military means to political ends. Critics found the condition of mutual assured destruction—which had become known by its acronym MAD—alarming. Particularly alarming was evidence that the nuclear strategy of the Soviet Union envisaged using nuclear weapons in a traditional military manner much as if they were conventional weapons—that is, at most to obtain a decisive military advantage in a conflict and at the very least to reduce the damage that an enemy might do to Soviet territory (if necessary, by launching preemptive strikes).